This Summary of Changes provides a brief description of changes made to the Navy Uniform Regulations since the last update in 10 December 2014. For specific details of those changes, see the noted chapter, section and article.
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1. Chapter 2, Grooming Standards, Section 1, General Information, Article 2101.3.2, SMARTNESS.

Remove: "(2) Civilian bags (e.g., computer bags/briefcases, gym bags, garment bags, etc., this does not include women’s handbags/purses) may be worn with the working and service uniforms as prescribed in the manner below:"

Added: "(2) Civilian bags (e.g. computer bags/briefcases), this does not include women's handbags/purses, may be worn with the working and service uniforms as prescribed in the manner below:"

Note: Removed “e.g., gym bags, garment bags, etc.,”

2. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 5, Description of Wear of Uniform Components, Article 3602.6. JACKET, BLACK, RELAXED FIT.

Remove:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently Photo Not Available</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Correct Wear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The black relax fit (with stand-up knit collar) jacket is as described in chapter 3, section 5, article 3501.30.</td>
<td>As outlined in article 3501.30.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The description and wear of this uniform item is described in Article 3501.30.

3. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 5, Description of Wear of Uniform Components, Article 3603.11. PARKA AND BLACK FLEECE LINER.

Remove: (Black Fleece Liner) "When wearing as an optional outer garment, the fleece will be worn over the NWU shirt/blouse, zippered at least 3/4 of the way and must have a sewn on center chest tab."

Added: (Black Fleece Liner) "When wearing as an optional outer garment, the fleece will be worn over the NWU shirt/blouse, zippered at least 3/4 of the way and must have a sewn-on center chest rank tab. When worn as an outer garment, the NWU shirt/blouse should not extend below the bottom of the fleece."
Note: Added “center chest rank tab. When worn as an outer garment, the NWU shirt/blouse should not extend below the bottom of the fleece” in the description of the Black Fleece Liner.

4. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 5, Description of Wear of Uniform Components, Article 3501.24. GLOVES, BLACK, WHITE.

Remove: (Gloves, Black, White)

“Description

Black gloves are made of smooth leather or smooth synthetic leather; white gloves are made of authorized fabric. Glove stitching is the same color as the basic glove material.

Correct Wear
Black leather gloves are worn, never carried. White gloves (when required) may be worn or carried with uniforms. Gloves are removed to shake hands.

Ownership Markings
Center surname, first and middle initial (if applicable) in black ink on inside lip of glove.”

Added: (Gloves, Black, White)

“Description

Black leather gloves are basic uniform components and shall be made of smooth leather or smooth synthetic leather and are prescribable for wear.

Non leather fabric black gloves are optional for wear with Service and Working Uniforms when black leather gloves are not prescribed.

White gloves are made of authorized fabric and are prescribable for E-7 and above personnel. E6 and below personnel may optionally wear white gloves when participating in events where white gloves are prescribed, but may not be required to do so.

Gloves shall not have any visible ornamentation, decorative stitching, embossed design, or manufacture’s logo. Glove stitching shall be the same color as the basic glove material.

Correct Wear:

Black gloves are worn and never carried. Formal events, ceremonies or occasions where standardization in appearance is required dictate the wearing of black leather gloves.

White gloves (when required) may be worn or carried with uniforms.

Gloves are removed to shake hands.”
5. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 2, Male Officer Uniforms, Service Dress Uniform, SERVICE DRESS BLUE.

Removed: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black/White” and article “3501.24”

Added: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather/White” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” / White and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.

6. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 2, Male Officer Uniforms, Service Uniform, SERVICE KHAKI.

Added: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.

Added: (Optional Items) “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of OPTIONAL ITEMS.

7. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 2, Male Officer Uniforms, Male Officer Working Uniforms, NAVY WORKING UNIFORM (NWU).

Added: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.

Removed: (Optional Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and article “3501.24”

Added: (Optional Items) “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of OPTIONAL ITEMS.

8. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 2, Male Officer Uniforms, Male Officer Working Uniforms, COVERALLS.

Added: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.

Added: (Optional Items) “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised article “3501.24”
Note: Added “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of **OPTIONAL ITEMS**.

9. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 2, Female Officer Uniforms, Service Dress Uniform, SERVICE DRESS BLUE.

**Removed:** (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black/White” and article 3501.24”

**Added:** (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather/White” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather/White” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of **PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS**.

10. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 2, Female Officer Uniforms, Service Uniform, SERVICE KHAKI.

**Added:** (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of **PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS**.

**Added:** (Optional Items) “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of **OPTIONAL ITEMS**.

11. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 2, Female Officer Uniforms, Female Officer Working Uniforms, NAVY WORKING UNIFORM (NWU).

**Added:** (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised description article article “3501.24” to the list of **PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS**.

**Removed:** (Optional Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and article “3501.24”

**Added:** (Optional Items) “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added "Gloves, Black Non-Leather" and revised description article "3501.24" to the list of **OPTIONAL ITEMS**.

12. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 2, Female Officer Uniforms, Female Officer Working Uniforms, COVERALLS.

**Added:** (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of **PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS**.
Added: (Optional Items) “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of OPTIONAL ITEMS.

13. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 3, Male Chief Petty Officer Uniforms, Male Chief Petty Officer Service Dress Uniforms, SERVICE DRESS BLUE.

Removed: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, White/Black”

Added: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather/White” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.

14. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 3, Male Chief Petty Officer Uniforms, Male Chief Petty Officer Service Dress Uniforms, SERVICE DRESS WHITE.

Removed: (Prescribable Item) “Gloves, White/Black” and article “3501.24”

Added: (Prescribable Item) “Gloves, White” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Removed “Gloves, White/Black” from list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.

15. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 3, Male Chief Petty Officer Uniforms, Male Chief Petty Officer Service Uniforms, SERVICE KHAKI.

Added: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.

Added: (Optional Items) “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of OPTIONAL ITEMS.

16. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 3, Male Chief Petty Officer Uniforms, Male Chief Petty Officer Working Uniforms, NAVY WORKING UNIFORM (NWU).

Added: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised article “3501.24” to the list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.

Removed: (Optional Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and article “3501.24”
Added: (Optional Items) "Gloves, Black Non-Leather" and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Non Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of OPTIONAL ITEMS.

17. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 3, Male Chief Petty Officer Uniforms, Male Chief Petty Officer Working Uniforms, COVERALLS.

Added: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.

Added: (Optional Items) “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of OPTIONAL ITEMS.

18. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 3, Female Chief Petty Officer Uniforms, Female Chief Petty Officer Service Dress Uniforms, SERVICE DRESS BLUE.

Removed: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black/White” and article “3501.24”

Added: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather/White” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised article “3501.24” to the list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.

19. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 3, Female Chief Petty Officer Uniforms, Female Chief Petty Officer Service Uniforms, SERVICE KHAKI.

Added: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.

Added: (Optional Items) “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of OPTIONAL ITEMS.

20. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 3, Female Chief Petty Officer Uniforms, Female Chief Petty Officer Working Uniforms, NAVY WORKING UNIFORM (NWU).

Added: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.
Removed: (Optional Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and article “3501.24”

Added: (Optional Items) “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of OPTIONAL ITEMS.

21. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 3, Female Chief Petty Officer Uniforms, Female Chief Petty Officer Working Uniforms, COVERALLS.

Added: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.

Added: (Optional Items) “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of OPTIONAL ITEMS.

22. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 4, Male Enlisted Uniforms, Male Enlisted Ceremonial Uniforms, FULL DRESS BLUE.

Removed: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black” and article “3501.24”

Added: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.

23. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 4, Male Enlisted Uniforms, Male Enlisted Service Dress Uniform, SERVICE DRESS BLUE.

Removed: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black” and article “3501.24”

Added: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.

24. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 4, Male Enlisted Uniforms, Male Enlisted Service Uniform, SERVICE.

Added: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.

Added: (Optional Items) “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised article “3501.24”
Note: Added “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of OPTIONAL ITEMS.

25. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 4, Male Enlisted Uniforms, Male Enlisted Working Uniform, NAVY WORKING UNIFORM (NWU).

Added: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised article “3501.24” to the list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.

Removed: (Optional Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and article “3501.24”

Added: “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Black Non-Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of OPTIONAL ITEMS.

26. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 4, Male Enlisted Uniforms, Male Enlisted Working Uniform, COVERALLS.

Added: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.

Added: (Optional Items) “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of OPTIONAL ITEMS.

27. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 4, Female Enlisted Uniforms, Female Enlisted Ceremonial Uniforms, FULL DRESS BLUE.

Removed: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black”

Added: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” to the list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.

28. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 4, Female Enlisted Uniforms, Female Enlisted Service Dress Uniforms, SERVICE DRESS BLUE.

Removed: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black” and article “3501.24”

Added: (Prescribable Items) “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised article “3501.24” to the list of PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.
29. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 4, Female Enlisted Uniforms, Female Enlisted Service Uniforms, SERVICE.

**Added: (Prescribable Items)** “Gloves, Black Leather” and article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of **PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.**

**Added: (Optional Items)** “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of **OPTIONAL ITEMS.**

30. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 4, Female Enlisted Uniforms, Female Enlisted Working Uniform, NAVY WORKING UNIFORM (NWU).

**Added: (Prescribable Items)** “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Gloves, Black Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of **PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.**

**Removed: (Optional Items)** “Gloves, Black Leather” and article “3501.24”

**Added: (Optional Items)** “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added “Black Non-Leather” and revised description article “3501.24” to the list of **OPTIONAL ITEMS.**

31. Chapter 3, Uniform Components, Section 4, Female Enlisted Uniforms, Female Enlisted Working Uniforms, COVERALLS.

**Added: (Prescribable Items)** “Gloves, Black Leather” and article “3501.24”

Note: Added "Gloves, Black Leather” and revised description article "3501.24” to the list of **PRESCRIBABLE ITEMS.**

**Added: (Optional Items)** “Gloves, Black Non-Leather” and revised article “3501.24”

Note: Added "Gloves, Black Non-Leather“ and revised description article "3501.24” to the list of **OPTIONAL ITEMS.**